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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the incentive problem in Spatial Crowdsourcing (SC), wheremobile social-awareworkers have

unknown qualities and can share their answers to tasks via social networks. The objectives are to recruit high-quality workers andmaximize all

parties’ utilities simultaneously. However,most existing works assume that the qualities of workers are known in advance or cannot take all

parties’ utilities into account together, especially having not considered the impact of social networks. Thus, we propose an incentive

mechanismbased on themulti-armed bandit and three-stage Stackelberg game, called TACT.We first design a greedyarm-pulling scheme to

recruit workers,which not only can solve the exploration-exploitation dilemmabut also takesworkers’ social relations into account. Based on the

recruitment results, we further design the utility functions incorporatingwith social benefits for workers, andmodel the payment computation

problemas a three-stageStackelberg gameamongall participants. Next, we derive the optimal strategy group so that each party canmaximize

its own utility to form amulti-win situation.Moreover, we theoretically prove the unique existence of Stackelberg equilibrium and theworst regret

bound. Finally, we conduct extensive simulations on a real trace to corroborate the performance of TACT.

Index Terms—Incentive mechanism, multi-armed bandit, social network, spatial crowdsourcing, stackelberg game
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the unprecedented pervasiveness of GPS-enabled
smart devices and the development of sharing econ-

omy, Spatial Crowdsourcing (SC) has been recognized as a
promising paradigm in utilizing the crowd power to address
a large-scale of complex tasks [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. A typical
SC system consists of three parties: task requesters, a crowd
of workers, and a cloud platform. Requesters can outsource
a variety of location-related tasks to workers via the cloud

platform, and then workers will physically move to some
locations to accomplish the corresponding tasks. Since SC
can fulfill a great quantity of spatial tasks that individuals
cannot deal with, many commercial SC applications have
emerged prosperously, such as Waze [7] for traffic monitor-
ing, Gigwalk [8] for mobile business, and so on.

In this paper, we take wisdom traveling in an open SC sys-
tem as an example, where a requester (e.g., wisdom traveling
service provider) outsources the traffic flow detection task to
the crowd via the SC platform, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In such a
system, some social network users (called social-aware workers)
can use their smart devices to collect the traffic data (e.g., road
picture, vehicle velocity, congestion index, etc.) on some speci-
fied roads. Meanwhile, these workers can share their traffic
data with each other through socially-connected networks
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and WeChat), so as to acquire some
social benefits (e.g., replan a better route). When workers
upload collected traffic data as their answers to the traffic flow
detection task, the platform can aggregate the traffic data and
return them to the requester. Due to the openness, various
workers can enter or leave the system at any time. These work-
ersmight provide the traffic datawith different qualities due to
their diverse smart devices. Their data qualities are generally
unknown to the requester and the platform. Here, we focus on
the incentive mechanism design for such an open SC system.
Due to the unknown social-aware workers, this mechanism
design suffers twomajor challenges:

The first challenge is the recruitment problem of unknown
social-aware workers. As a crucial part of the incentive mech-
anism, the SC platform will recruit some workers with high-
quality traffic data so that the requester can obtain valuable
answers for the travel recommendation service. However,
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each worker’s answer quality is non-public, generally follow-
ing some unknown distributions. Thus, the platform needs to
estimate workers’ quality distributions through online learn-
ing, i.e., the so-called exploration process. Meanwhile, the plat-
form might directly select the workers whose qualities have
been explored, a.k.a., the exploitation process. In order tomaxi-
mize the total answer quality, we need to determine an
optimal trade-off to balance exploration and exploitation.
Moreover, since workers can bring the extra social benefits to
the whole SC system by sharing their traffic data with others,
we also need to take workers’ social relations into account. In
order to obtain the larger social benefits, the workers with
more socially-connected friendswill also be selected preferen-
tially, making the recruitment problemmore challenging.

Another challenge is the payment computation method of
the incentive mechanism, which involves a complex three-
party game issue. In the system, the requester can produce
value by receiving the answers to the task fromworkers via the
platform. Since workers and the platform might spend some
cost in collecting and aggregating traffic data, the requester
needs to pay them some rewards as compensation. When
determining the payments, each of them will try to maximize
its own utility (i.e., the net profit), forming a three-party game.
The requester hopes to decrease the unit price of the received
answers, so as to save its expenses. As a countermeasure,work-
ers might affect the quality of recommendations (derived from
the aggregated answers) as well as the corresponding income
by controlling the frequency of uploading answers. In addition,
the workers’ social benefits also need to be taken into consider-
ation,whichmakes the gamemore challenging.

So far, a wide spectrumof incentivemechanisms have been
developed for SC systems [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], but
most of them assume that workers’ qualities are known in
advance. Only a fewworks have studied the unknownworker
recruitment problemwith pricing concerns [16], [17], [18], [19].
Nevertheless, theymainly involve two parties and do not take
social networks into consideration. In short, none of the previ-
ous researches has addressed the two challenges together.

Inspired by the above considerations, we propose TACT,
an incenTive mechAnism based on Combinatorial Multi-
Armed Bandit (CMAB) and Three-stage Hierarchical Stackel-
berg (THS) game for SC. More Specifically, we first model the
unknown social-aware worker recruitment process as a
K-arm CMAB problem and design a greedy arm-pulling
scheme by extending the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB)
policy, which can solve the exploration-exploitation dilemma
(i.e., a trade-off between exploring potential high-quality
workers and exploiting online learning results). Next, accord-
ing to the worker recruitment together with the online

learning results, we design the utility functions incorporating
with social benefits for workers. Based on these utility func-
tions, we furthermodel the payment computation problem as
a THS game to determine the optimal strategy group, in
which the requester is the first-tier leader, the platform is the
second-tier leader, and recruited social-awareworkers are fol-
lowers. Finally, we analyze the worst regret bound and prove
that there exists a Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE) by the game
theory, i.e., each participant can obtain its own optimal strat-
egy to enter into amulti-win situation.

To sum up, our multi-fold contributions are as follows.

1) We propose an incentive mechanism (called TACT)
based on CMAB and THS, consisting of the unknown
social-awareworker recruitment and the optimal strat-
egy group determination. Unlike existing researches,
TACT combines the reinforcement learning and Stack-
elberg game for SC with unknown social-aware work-
ers, which can guarantee efficient recruitment and
maximize the utilities of all parties simultaneously.

2) We design a greedy arm-pulling scheme based on
CMAB to recruit suitableworkers. Not only can it bal-
ance the exploration and exploitation processes, but
also it takes workers’ social relations into account.
Moreover, we derive the regret bound.

3) By jointly considering all participants’ selfish behaviors
andworkers’ social benefits,we formulate the payment
computation process as a THS game and derive the
closed-form optimal strategy group for each party.
Through the theoretical analysis, there is a unique
Stackelberg Equilibrium so that no one has incentives
to unilaterally deviate from its optimal decisions.

4) We conduct extensive simulations on real-world traces
to demonstrate the significant performance of TACT.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the system model and the problem
formulation. The detailed incentive mechanism design is
elaborated in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the theo-
retical analysis in great detail. The simulations and evalua-
tions are illustrated in Section 5. We discuss the related
works in Section 6, and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 MODEL AND PROBLEM

2.1 System Model

We consider an SC system, consisting of a requester (which
can be extended to multiple requesters easily), a crowd of
unknown social-aware workers, and a cloud platform. We
give the definition of each party as follows.

Definition 1 (Requester and Task). The requester has a
long-term SC task (e.g., the traffic flow detection task), which
needs to collect data at multiple locations for a long time. The
task can be expressed by Task, hLoc; T;K;D;Dmini. Here, Loc
is a candidate location set where the task allows to be performed.
Besides, the long-term task operates in a time-slotted manner,
and the whole process is divided into T periods. The requester is
allowed to decide the number of demanded workers in each
period, denoted by K, which is a preset constant according to
task demands. Also, each period t2f1; 2; . . .; Tg has the same
duration D (e.g., one day), and the minimum uploading inter-
val is Dmin (e.g., one hour).

Fig. 1. Illustrate of the SC scenario with social-aware workers.
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Definition 2 (The Platform). As a profit-making intermediate
agent, the platform would charge some monetary reward from
the requester for the statistics service, from which it will extract
a proportion of the reward as its own commission to compensate
for aggregation cost. Meanwhile, for stimulating workers to try
their best to fulfill tasks, the platform will pay remuneration for
the recruited workers to make up for their task completion cost.

Definition 3 (Unknown Social-aware Workers). There are
N workers with unknown quality and they are social network
users, denoted by N¼f1; 2; . . .; Ng. A recruited worker i2N
will travel to some locations selected from Loc and then upload
answers (e.g., collected data in traffic flow detection task) to the
platform. Moreover, these N workers are available in all T
periods.

In each period t, the number of times that worker i uploads
collected data is dti, where d

t
i2½0;D=Dmin�, called answer fre-

quency. Let qti;k2½0; 1� (k2½1; dti�) indicate the observed answer
quality of worker i for the k-th answer in the t-th period. The
values of fqti;kji2N ; t2½1; T �g follow an independent and iden-
tically unknown distribution with an unknown expectation qi,
i.e., qi , Eðqti;kÞ. Here, qi denotes the worker i’s real quality,
which is mainly determined by the worker’s device and collec-
tion habit. Note that, the higher the answer frequency, the
larger the total size of collected data will be. Let ddt¼
fdt1; dt2; . . .; dtNg mean the answer frequency vector of N work-
ers in the t-th period, and we interchangeably use answer and
collected data for ease of exposition in the context.

In the SC system, social-aware workers can benefit from
shared information through social relations, which signifi-
cantly improves the system efficacy and can be defined as:

Definition 4 (Social Network). A social network is presented
by F¼½fij�N�N , where fij > 0 represents the strength of the
influence of worker j on worker i. Let xi¼jffijjfij 6¼
0gj=ðN�1Þ denote the normalized degree centrality of worker
i, and we assume that bilateral interactions are symmetric (i.e.,
fij¼fji;fii¼0) due to the reciprocity of social relations. A
larger fij means the stronger social relation and the greater
influence.

Definition 5 (Social Benefit). There is a significant phenome-
non, namely social network effects, which traditionally means
that increasing the usage level of a consumer has a positive
impact on the usage levels of her socially-connected friends
[20], [21]. That is, a worker can obtain a social benefit from
shared information. We model the benefit as Gsðdti; dt�idt�iÞ¼P

j2N fijd
t
id

t
j, which is widely adopted to imply the positive

externalities and local complementarities [22], [23], [24]. The
product form captures that a worker will benefit more as its
answers increase or as its social friends increase their answers
[20]. Here, dt�idt�i denotes the vector of answer frequency of all
other workers except the worker i.

To stimulate all parties (i.e., the requester, the platform,
and workers), we need an incentive mechanism in which
each party can take a strategy to balance its income and
expenditure. The strategy group is defined as follows.

Definition 6 (Strategy Group). The requester needs to give the
platform a payment, which will be divided in proportion to the
answer frequency. Thus, the requester must determine a unit

payment in each period (i.e., the price per uploading), denoted by
bt2fbmin;bmaxg. Likewise, the profit-making platform can also
determine a unit recruitment salary for each worker, denoted by
ppt¼fpt1; pt2; . . .; ptNg; 8pti2fpmin; pmaxg. Besides, each worker
can elaborately choose the answer frequency dti as a strategy. In
brief, we use a triple hbt; ppt; ddti to indicate the strategy group of
three parties in the t-th period. Once the strategy group is deter-
mined, the requester would afford the platform the payment (i.e.,
the unit payment multiplied by the whole answer frequency),
and the platform will pay the worker i the salary (i.e., the unit
salary multiplied by its answer frequency).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the whole workflow includes:

1) The requester publishes a task request to the plat-
form, which will be conducted period by period
until T .

2) Based on the selection criteria (Section 3.1), the plat-
form recruits suitable workers with qualities as high
as possible, and then informs the task to theseworkers.

3) In order to maximize their own utilities, the requester,
the platform, and the recruitedworkerswill devise the
best individual strategy according to the proposed
incentivemechanism (Section 3.2), respectively.

4) Each recruited worker carries out the task in some
specified locations and returns answers abiding by
the determined strategy (i.e., dti). In addition, these
social-aware workers can share their own answers
through social networks and gain information from
the network.

5) The platform aggregates answers and sends the sta-
tistics to the requester. Meanwhile, the learned quali-
ties of recruited workers will be updated for the next
recruitment.

6) Based on the strategy group, the requester will offer
a payment to the platform, and each recruited
worker can obtain the salary from the platform and
the social benefit.

Design Goals. In the above system, we concentrate on the
incentive mechanism design. First, we need to complete the
effective recruitment among unknown social-aware work-
ers. After selecting suitable workers, we need to determine
the optimal strategy group for all participants (i.e., the
requester, the platform, and the recruited workers). More
specifically, two major functionalities of the incentive mech-
anism need to be achieved as follows.

The unknown social-aware worker recruitment. Faced with
the unknown qualities of workers, we need to determine an
optimal trade-off to balance exploration and exploitation. In
addition, there exist extra social benefits through social

Fig. 2. The workflow in the t-th period.
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relations. Therefore, the degree centrality of each worker
should also be considered. In short, we aim to maximize the
total data quality while considering social relations.

The optimal strategy group determination. First, we need to
design the utility functions for all participants, during
which we need to utilize the online learning results in the
worker recruitment. Each participant wishes to maximize
its utility by manipulating its own strategy (i.e., bt or ppt or
ddt): the requester tends to obtain more high-quality answers
with a lower payment; the platform also hopes to make a
good profit with lower recruitment salary expenses; and
each recruited social-aware worker wants to balance the
income (including the salary and the social benefit) and its
cost by controlling the frequency of uploading answers.
Since the utilities of participants affect each other, there
exists a complex three-party game. In order to achieve an
equilibrium of the game (i.e., a multi-win situation for all
participants), we need to derive the optimal strategy group
while taking the social network effects into consideration.

Additionally, for ease of reference, we summarize the
major notations throughout the paper in Table 1.

2.2 Formulation of UnknownWorker Recruitment

Recruiting unknownworkers is actually an online learning and
sequential decision-making problem, and the CMAB model is
suitable to cope with it. Traditionally, a CMAB model consists
of a slot machine with multiple arms [25], [26]. Pulling an arm
would earn a reward which follows an unknown distribution.
A decision-maker will pull a set of arms (called a super arm)
together period by period based on a bandit policy tomaximize
the cumulative revenue. Therefore, we model our unknown
worker recruitment issue as a K-arm CMAB, where each
worker is regarded as an arm, its answer quality is seen as the
corresponding reward, and recruitingK workers is equivalent
to pulling a super arm. In each period,K workers are recruited
and their answer qualities would be learned. Recall that, K2
f1; 2; . . .;Ng is a preset value decided by the requester accord-
ing to its task demands. Specially,K¼1 is anMABproblem.

Based on the above modeling, the worker recruitment
problem is transformed into a bandit policy determination

problem, which aims to maximize the total task completion
quality. A bandit policy C is a sequence of mappings:

C¼fC1; . . .;Ct; . . .;CTg;where Ct¼fct
1;c

t
2; . . .;c

t
Ng and ct

i2
f0; 1g is an indicator variable to denote whether the worker
i is recruited or not in the t-th period. Thus, the recruitment
problem can be formulated as follows.

Maximize :E½QðCÞ� ¼ E
XT

t¼1

XN

i¼1

Xdt
i

k¼1
qti;kc

t
i

� �
(1)

Subject to :ct
i 2 f0; 1g; 8i 2 N ; 8t 2 ½1; T � (2)

XN
i¼1

ct
i ¼ K;8t 2 ½1; T � (3)

dti 2 ½1;D=Dmin�; 8i 2 N ; 8t 2 ½1; T � (4)

2.3 Formulation of Optimal Strategy Group

We model the payment computation problem as a Three-
stage Hierarchical Stackelberg (THS) game, so as to deter-
mine the optimal strategy group hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i. In each
period, the requester can adjust the unit payment bt to affect
the profit of the platform, and the platform can manipulate
the unit salary vector ppt to determine the reward of each
recruited worker. Meanwhile, workers can affect the utility
of the requester and the social benefits by customizing their
own answer frequency dti, in turn. We first design the utility
functions for all parties as follows.

The utility of each social-aware worker: Each worker i’s util-
ity is the salary from the platform and the social benefit
from the social network minus its cost in each period.

Ut
i ðdti; ptiÞ ¼ ptid

t
ic

t
i þGsðdti; dt�idt�iÞct

i � Cið~qti; dtiÞct
i

¼ ptid
t
ic

t
i þ
X
j2N

fijd
t
id

t
jc

t
ic

t
j � ½ct

i~q
t
iðaiðdtiÞ2 þ bid

t
iÞ�: (5)

The first term is the salary paid by the platform. The sec-
ond term denotes the social benefit. A social-aware worker
can enjoy a benefit from the information shared by the
socially-connected workers. The third term displays the
answer cost, which is assumed to be a continuous and
reversible convex function. In this paper, we adopt a
widely-used quadratic function (like in [23], [27], [28]) to
model the increasing marginal cost for every additional unit
of effort exerted, i.e., Cið~qti; dtiÞ¼~qtiðaiðdtiÞ2þbid

t
iÞ. Here, ai>0

and bi � 0 are different among workers owing to the hetero-
geneity of devices. Since the real quality qi is unknown, we
will adopt a learned empirical quality ~qti , which is the out-
put of the online learning process in the worker recruitment.

The utility of platform: The platform’s utility is the pay-
ment from the requester minus its cost. We mainly consider
the aggregation cost and salary cost.

Ut
p

�
ddt; ppt;bt

� ¼ bt
XN
i¼1

dtic
t
i � Cp

�
ddt;Ct

��XN
i¼1

ptid
t
ic

t
i

¼ bt
XN
i¼1

dtic
t
i � c

 XN
i¼1

dtic
t
i

!2

þ d
XN
i¼1

dtic
t
i

2
4

3
5�

XN
i¼1

ptid
t
ic

t
i: (6)

TABLE 1
Description of Major Notations

Variable Description

i; t; k the indexes of worker, period, and answer.
N;T the number of workers and the total period.
K;Wt the number and the set of recruited workers in t.
D;Dmin the duration of one period and minimum interval.
~qti; q̂

t
i the empirical quality and the CUCB-based quality.

F;fij the social network and the effect strength of j on i.
dti;xi answer frequency, normalized degree centrality.
bt; ppt the unit payment, unit recruitment salary vector.
Ut
i ; U

t
p the utility of worker i and the platform in t.

Ut
r; � the utility of requester and the system parameter.

nt
i;’

t
i the learned times, the confidence bound in t.

Gs;Gr the social benefit of worker i, the requester’s gain.
Ci; ai; bi the cost function and parameters of the worker i.
Cp; c; d the cost function and parameters of the platform.
ct

i indicate whether worker i is recruited in period t.
ddt the answer frequency of all workers.
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The first term is the payment paid by the requester. The
second term is the cost for aggregating answers. As in [23],
[27], [28], we also choose a quadratic function: Cpðddt;CtÞ¼
cðPN

i¼1 d
t
ic

t
iÞ2þd

PN
i¼1 d

t
ic

t
i, where c > 0; d�0. The third

term denotes the total salary paid to all recruited workers.
The utility of requester: The requester’s utility is the differ-

ence between the gain and its cost in each period t, i.e.,

Ut
rðddt;btÞ ¼ Grð~qt; ddt;CtÞ � bt

XN
i¼1

dtic
t
i

¼ � ln 1þ ~qt
XN
i¼1

dtic
t
i

 !
� bt

XN
i¼1

dtic
t
i: (7)

The first term is the gain brought by the statistics of
answers, and the second term is the cost used for the payment.
Like in [28], [29], we use the typical logarithmic function to
model the gain: Grð~qt; ddt;CtÞ¼� lnð1þ~qt

PN
i¼1d

t
ic

t
iÞ. Here, � >

0 is a system parameter and ~qt¼PN
i¼1 ~q

t
ic

t
i=
PN

i¼1 c
t
i. Note

that, Grð�Þ satisfies the law of diminishing marginal utility,
i.e., Gr rises along with the answer frequency but the increas-
ing rate ofGr decreaseswith the answer frequency.

Based on the above function designs, we can formulate
the optimal strategy group determination as follows.

Formulation of determining the optimal strategy group: In the
first stage, the requester plays a role of the first-tier leader. It
will determine an optimal unit payment bt�, which ensures
that the requester cannot improve its utility by adopting any
other strategy bt when each worker has determined its opti-
mal strategy. Similarly, the platform is the second-tier leader
and decides an optimal unit salary vector ppt� to obtain maxi-
mum profit under the given unit payment bt. In the third
stage, workers are followers and customize an optimal
answer frequency vector ddt� under the given unit salary vec-
tor ppt. In short, the payment computation process is devoted
to finding an optimal strategy group hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i, which
guarantees that no participant can improve its own utility by
unilaterally deviating from its optimal strategy, i.e.,

Stage I ½Requester� : Ut
rðdt�i ;bt�Þ � Ut

rðdt�i ;btÞ (8)

Stage II ½Platform� : Ut
pðdt�i ; ppt�;bt�Þ � Ut

pðdt�i ; ppt;bt�Þ (9)

Stage III ½Worker i� : Ut
i ðdt�i ; pt�i Þ � Ut

i ðdti; ddt��i; p
t�
i Þ (10)

Actually, the three inequalities indicate the equilibrium
of the Stackelberg game, which is defined as follows:

Definition 7 (Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE)). An optimal
strategy group hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i for 8t 2 ½1; T � constitutes a Stack-
elberg equilibrium of the THS game iff the inequalities Eqs. (8),
(9), and (10) are satisfied.

3 INCENTIVE MECHANISM DESIGN

In this section, we propose the incentive mechanism TACT.
First, we design a greedy arm-pulling scheme to select
workers. Based on the recruitment results, we derive the
optimal strategy group by exploiting the backward induc-
tion method. In the following subsection, we present the

basic idea of the unknown social-aware recruitment and
derive the optimal strategy group, followed by a detailed
algorithm and a straightforward example.

3.1 Unknown Social-Aware Worker Recruitment

In order to balance the trade-off between exploration (i.e.,
trying some sub-optimal workers to find the potential opti-
mal workers) and exploitation (i.e., recruiting the current
best workers based on the learned results), we design a
Combinatorial UCB (CUCB)-based quality index as the
selection criteria, taking social networks into consideration.
The detailed design is expounded as follows.

When a worker i is recruited in the t-th period (i.e.,
ct

i¼1), i will upload answers abiding by the answer fre-
quency dti. So, the number of times of i’s quality being
learned by the platform in the t-th period is actually dti.
Based on this, we first introduce nt

i for i 2 N ; t 2 ½1; T � to
record the number of times that i’s quality has been learned.
After selected workers upload answers, the value of nt

i at
the end of t is updated using the following equations:

nt
i ¼

nt�1
i þ dti; if ct

i ¼ 1

nt�1
i ; if ct

i ¼ 0:

(
(11)

Then, we introduce ~qti to record the learned empirical
quality for the worker i until the t-th period. After selected
workers finish the task, the value of ~qti is updated:

~qti ¼
~qt�1
i

nt�1
i

þ
Pdt

i
k¼1

qt
i;k

nt�1
i

þdt
i

; if ct
i ¼ 1

~qt�1
i ; if ct

i ¼ 0:

8><
>: (12)

Now, we bring in the CUCB-based quality q̂ti to recruit
workers. q̂ti consists of the empirical quality (indicating the
learned knowledge from observed answer qualities), a confi-
dence bound (indicating the uncertainty of empiricism), and
the centrality (indicating the number of social relations), i.e.,

q̂ti ¼ ~qti þ ’ti þ xi; ’t
i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðK þ 1Þ lnð

XN

j¼1
nt
jÞ=nt

i

r
: (13)

Here, ’t
i is the upper confidence bound, which takes a

simple heuristic principle called optimism in the face of
uncertainty. We can see that ’ti decreases rapidly with the
increase of nt

i. This implies that workers who are selected
less may get more chances to be recruited in the next period.
xi is the normalized degree centrality of worker i. A larger
xi means that the worker i has more socially-connected
friends and will have priority to be recruited.

Based on the above CUCB-based qualities, we introduce
a greedy arm-pulling scheme to recruit unknown social-
aware workers in each period. That is, we always select the
top K workers by sorting the CUCB-based qualities fq̂tiji2
Ng in a descending order. The selected workers will con-
tinue to participate in the following determination of the
optimal strategy group.

3.2 Determining the Optimal Strategy Group

Now, we derive the optimal strategy group. The backward
inductionmethod is employed to analyze the THS game. First,
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we analyze Stage III to determine each worker i’s optimal
answer frequency dt�i under a given vector ppt. Next, we derive
the platform’s optimal unit recruitment salary vector ppt� under
a given bt in Stage II. Finally, we turn to Stage I to detect the
requester’s best unit payment bt�. Moreover, we prove that
hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i forms a unique SE, so that no parties would have
incentives to unilaterally deviate from their optimal decisions.

First, we begin to analyze the third stage for workers.

Theorem 1. In Stage III, given any unit recruitment salary pti,
the optimal strategy of each social-aware worker i (i.e., the opti-
mal answer frequency) can be determined by

dt�i ¼ pti � ~qtibi
2~qtiai

þ
PK

j¼1 fijd
t
j

2~qtiai
: (14)

Proof. We compute the first-order and second-order
derivatives of Ut

i ðdti; ptiÞwith respect to dti as follows:

@Ut
i

@dti
¼ pti þ

XK
j¼1

fijd
t
j � ð2~qtiaidti þ ~qtibiÞ: (15)

@2Ut
i

@ðdtiÞ2
¼ �2~qtiai < 0: (16)

Based on Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), the utility of each worker
is strictly concave in the feasible region of dti. We can obtain
the optimal strategy by solving @Ut

i =@d
t
i ¼ 0 and the optimal

answer frequency dt�i is derived as Eq. (14).
Theorem 1 shows that the optimal answer frequency of

each worker is composed of two terms. The left term ðpti �
~qtibiÞ=2~qtiai is independent from other workers’ strategies,
and the right term

PK
j¼1 fijd

t
j=2~q

t
iai relies on other workers’

strategies owing to the underlying social network effects.
Here, we need to make the following assumption to ensure
that the optimal answer frequency of each worker is
bounded in the THS game.

Assumption 1.
PK

j¼1 fij=2~q
t
iai < 1; 8i 2 N .

Based on the above sufficient assumption, we can guar-
antee the existence and uniqueness of a Nash Equilibrium
(NE) of the third stage in the THS game as follows.

Lemma 1. Under Assumption 1, Stage III admits the existence
and uniqueness of Nash equilibrium.

Proof. We first prove the existence. Let dt�i be the maxi-
mum answer frequency in ddt�, i.e., dt�i �dt�j ; 8dt�j 2ddt�.

dt�i ¼ pti � ~qtibi
2~qtiai

þ
PK

j¼1 fijd
t�
j

2~qtiai
	 pti � ~qtibi

2~qtiai
þ
PK

j¼1 fijd
t�
i

2~qtiai

	 jpti � ~qtibij
2~qtiai

þ
PK

j¼1 jfijjdt�i
2~qtiai

¼jpti � ~qtibij
2~qtiai

þdt�i

PK
j¼1 jfijj
2~qtiai

: (17)

According to Eq. (17) and Assumption 1, we further get

dt�i 	 jpt
i
�~qt

i
bij

2~qt
i
ai�
PK

j¼1
jfijj

. Because dt�i is the largest value in ddt�,

there exists an upper value dt�upper to guarantee that the strat-
egy space of workers is ½1; dt�upper�, where the recruited work-
ers upload their answers at least once. In addition, Ut

i ðdti; ptiÞ

is continuous and concave, and the second-derivative of Ut
i

is less than zero (i.e., Eq. (16)), so there exists a Nash equilib-
rium in the third stage.

Next, we prove the uniqueness of the NE in the third
stage. According to Assumption 1 and Eq. (17), there is

� @2Ut
i

@ðdtiÞ2
¼ 2~qtiai>

XK

j¼1
fij¼

XK

j¼1
jfijj¼

XK

j¼1
j�@2Ut

i

@dtid
t
j

j:

Based on the uniqueness theorem [30], the above equa-
tion satisfies the dominance-solvability condition. Conse-
quently, the NE of the third stage is unique.

In light of Lemma 1, we can rewrite Eq. (14) of all
recruited workers (i.e., @Ut

i =@d
t
i ¼ 0) in a matrix form as fol-

lows: ppt þ Sddt� � Atddt� � yyt ¼ 0. Thus, we have

ddt� ¼ ðAt � SÞ�1ðppt � yytÞ: (18)

Here, At¼diagð2~qt1a1; 2~qt2a2; . . .; 2~qtKaKÞ is a diagonal matrix,
S¼½fij�K�K is a social network, and yyt¼½~qtibi�K�1¼ð~qt1b1;
~qt2b2; . . .; ~q

t
KbKÞ. Note that, the vector (e.g., ppt) is a column

vector by default in this paper.
Then, we analyze the second stage for the platform.

Theorem 2. In Stage II, given any unit payment bt, the optimal
strategy of the platform (i.e, the optimal unit recruitment salary
vector ppt) can be determined by

ppt� ¼ ð2cIBt þ 2IIÞ�1ðbt11� d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ; (19)

where 11 ¼ ½1�K�1 is a K-dimensional vector, I ¼ ½1�K�K is a
matrix, II is anK�K identity matrix, and Bt¼ðAt � SÞ�1.

Proof. The utility function of the platform Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ can

be rewritten in a matrix form as follows:

Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ ¼ bt

XK
i¼1

dti�c

�XK
i¼1

dti

�2

�d
XK
i¼1

dti�
XK
i¼1

ptid
t
i

¼ bt11Tddt � cð11TddtÞTð11TddtÞ � dð11TddtÞ � ðpptÞTddt
¼ bt11Tddt � cððddtÞT11Þð11TddtÞ � dð11TddtÞ � ðpptÞTddt
¼ bt11Tddt � cðddtÞTIddt � dð11TddtÞ � ðpptÞTddt: (20)

Based on Theorem 1 and Eq. (18), the optimal answer fre-
quency vector ddt� can be substituted into Eq. (20). Therefore,
Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ can be rewritten further, i.e.,

Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ¼ bt11Tddt � cðddtÞTIddt � dð11TddtÞ � ðpptÞTddt

¼bt11TðAt�SÞ�1ðppt�yytÞ�d11TðAt�SÞ�1ðppt�yytÞ
� ðpptÞTðAt�SÞ�1ðppt�yytÞ
�cððAt�SÞ�1ðppt�yytÞÞTIðAt�SÞ�1ðppt�yytÞ:

To simplify the expression of Ut
p, we let Bt ¼ ðAt � SÞ�1.

Since At � S is a positive definite matrix and is invertible,
there is ðBtÞT ¼ ððAt�SÞTÞ�1 ¼ ðAt�SÞ�1 ¼ Bt, and we sim-
plify the above equation of Ut

pðddt; ppt;btÞ as follows:
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Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ ¼ bt11TBtðppt � yytÞ � d11TBtðppt � yytÞ
� cðppt � yytÞTðBtÞTIBtðppt � yytÞ � ðpptÞTBtðppt � yytÞ

¼bt11TBtppt � bt11TBtyyt � d11TBtppt þ d11TBtyyt

� cðppt � yytÞTBtIBtðppt � yytÞ � ðpptÞTBtppt þ ðpptÞTBtyyt

¼ðbt11TBt � d11TBtÞppt � cðppt � yytÞTBtIBtðppt � yytÞ
� ðpptÞTBtppt þ ðpptÞTBtyyt þ d11TBtyyt � bt11TBtyyt: (21)

Based on Eq. (21), we can obtain the first-order derivative
of Ut

pðddt; ppt;btÞwith reference to ppt as follows:

@Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ

@ppt
¼ ðbt11TBt � d11TBtÞT � ðBt þ ðBtÞTÞppt

� c½BtIBt þ ðBtIBtÞT�ðppt � yytÞ þ Btyyt

¼ btBt11� dBt11� 2cBtIBtðppt � yytÞ
� 2Btppt þ Btyyt; (22)

where ðBtÞT¼Bt and ðBtIBtÞT¼ðBtÞTIðBtÞT¼BtIBt. Next,
we can further obtain the second-order derivative of
Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞwith regard to ppt based on Eq. (22) as follows:

@2Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ=@ðpptÞ2¼ �2ðcðBtIBtÞT þ ðBtÞTÞ

¼ �2ðcBtIBt þ BtÞ < 0: (23)

Since Bt is a positive definite matrix and c > 0, there is
cBtIBtþBt > 0. Therefore, we can get that the second-order
derivative @2Ut

p=@ðpptÞ2 < 0 always satisfies. That is to say,
Ut
pðddt; ppt;btÞ is a strictly concave function in the feasible

region of ppt. Therefore, the maximum value (i.e, the optimal
unit recruitment salary vector ppt) can be computed by solv-
ing @Ut

pðddt; ppt;btÞ=@ppt ¼ 0 as follows:

ppt�¼ð2cBtIBtþ2BtÞ�1ðbtBt11�dBt11þ2cBtIBtyytþBtyytÞ
¼ ð2cIBt þ 2IIÞ�1ðbt11� d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ: (24)

where II is anK �K identity matrix.
Finally, we investigate the first stage for the requester.

Theorem 3. In Stage I, the optimal strategy of the requester (i.e.,
the optimal unit payment) can be determined by

bt� ¼
�ð3~qtnt þ 2Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8�ð~qtÞ2kt þ ð~qtnt þ 2Þ2

q
4~qtkt

; (25)

where kt ¼ 11TCt11, nt ¼ 11T½Ctð�d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ � Btyyt�,
and Ct ¼ Btð2cIBtþ2IIÞ�1. Moreover, 11 ¼ ½1�K�1 is a
K-dimensional vector, I ¼ ½1�K�K is a matrix, II is an K�K
identity matrix, and Bt ¼ ðAt � SÞ�1.

Proof. According to Theorem 1 and Eq. (18), the optimal
answer frequency vector ddt� can be substituted into Eq. (7).
Therefore, Ut

rðddt;btÞ can be rewritten as follows:

Ut
rðddt;btÞ¼� lnð1þ~qt11TBtðppt�yytÞÞ�bt11TBtðppt�yytÞ: (26)

Then, we substitute Eq. (19) into Eq. (26) and get

Ut
rðddt;btÞ ¼ � lnð1þ ~qt11TBtðð2cIBt þ 2IIÞ�1ðbt11� d11

þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ � yytÞÞ � bt11TBtðð2cIBt þ 2IIÞ�1

� ðbt11� d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ � yytÞ
¼ � lnð1þ~qt11TðCt$$t�BtyytÞÞ�bt11TðCt$$t�BtyytÞ: (27)

Here, we define Ct, Btð2cIBt þ 2IIÞ�1 and $$t , bt11�
d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yyt for notational simplicity. Note that, $$t is a
function of bt essentially. Furthermore, we define
$̂̂$t , Ct$$t � Btyyt, which is a function of $$t. Thus, we can
rewritten Eq. (27) as Ut

rðddt;btÞ ¼ � lnð1þ ~qt11T$̂̂$tÞ � bt11T$̂̂$t.
Now, we can compute the first-order derivative of Ut

rðddt;btÞ
with respect to bt as follows:

@Ut
rðddt;btÞ
@bt

¼ �~qt11T

1þ ~qt11T$̂̂$t

@$̂̂$t

@$$t

@$$t

@bt

� bt11T
@$̂̂$t

@$$t

@$$t

@bt � 11T$̂̂$t ¼ �~qt11T

1þ ~qt11T$̂̂$t � Ct � 11

� bt11T � Ct � 11� 11T$̂̂$t

¼ �~qt11TCt11

1þ ~qt11T$̂̂$t � bt11TCt11

� 11TðCtðbt11� d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ � BtyytÞ; (28)

where $̂̂$t ¼ Ctðbt11� d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ � Btyyt. Based on
Eq. (28), we continue to obtain the second-order derivative
of Ut

rðdti;btÞwith reference to bt as follows:

@2Ut
rðddt;btÞ
@ðbtÞ2 ¼ ��~qt11TCt11

ð1þ ~qt11T$̂̂$tÞ2 ð~q
t11T

@$̂̂$t

@$$t

@$$t

@bt Þ�11TCt11�11T @$̂̂$
t

@$$t

� @$$t

@bt

¼ ��ð~qtÞ211TCt1111TCt11

ð1þ ~qt11T$̂̂$tÞ2 � 11TCt11� 11TCt11 < 0:

BecauseBt is a positive definitematrix,we can easily get that
11TCt11 > 0 always holds after some transformations. Therefore,
@2Ut

rðddt;btÞ
@ðbtÞ2 < 0 can be acquired, and themaximumvalue (i.e., the

optimal unit payment bt�) can be obtained by solving @Ut
rðddt;btÞ
@bt

¼
0. For ease of presentation, we define kt , 11TCt11 and
nt , 11T½Ctð�d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ � Btyyt�. Based on this, there is

11T$̂̂$t¼ 11T½Ctðbt11� d11þ 2cIBtyyt þ yytÞ � Btyyt�
¼ bt11TCt11þ11TCtð�d11þ2cIBtyytþyytÞ�11TBtyyt¼btktþnt:

By substituting 11T$̂̂$t into Eq. (28), we can obtain

@Ut
rðddt;btÞ
@bt

¼0 , �~qtkt

1þ ~qtðbtkt þ ntÞ � btkt � ðbtkt þ ntÞ ¼ 0

, 2~qtðktÞ2ðbtÞ2 þ 3~qtktntbt þ 2ktbt þ ~qtðntÞ2 þ n� �~qtkt

1þ ~qtðbtkt þ ntÞ ¼ 0

,2~qtðktÞ2ðbtÞ2þð3~qtktntþ2ktÞbtþ~qtðntÞ2þnt��~qtkt¼ 0: (29)
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Obviously, Eq. (29) is a quadratic equation of one
unknown parameter bt. Therefore, we can derive the opti-
mal unit payment bt� by solving the roots of Eq. (29). We
first compute the discriminant of the quadratic equation
(denoted byDis) as follows:

Dis¼ð3~qtktntþ2ktÞ2 � 8~qtðktÞ2ð~qtðntÞ2þnt��~qtktÞ
¼ ðktÞ2½8�ð~qtÞ2kt þ ð~qtnt þ 2Þ2� > 0: (30)

Here, owing to kt >0 and �>0, we have Dis>0. Accord-
ing to the property of quadratic equation, Eq. (29) has two
roots by using the standard quadratic-root formula:

�ð3~qtktntþ2ktÞ
4~qtðktÞ2 


ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðktÞ2½8�ð~qtÞ2ktþð~qtntþ2Þ2�

p
4~qtðktÞ2 . Since we only need the

positive value, bt� is derived as Eq. (25).

Algorithm 1. The Incentive Mechanism TACT

Input: T;N;K;D;Dmin; aa; bb; c; d; �;F
Output:C; fbt�jt2½1; T �g; fppt�jt2½1; T �g; fddt�jt2½1; T �g
1: Initialization:
2: ct

i ¼ 0, bt ¼ 0, pti ¼ 0, dti ¼ 0, 8i 2 N ; t 2 ½1; T �;
3: Initial exploration phase:
4: Recruit all social-aware workers when t ¼ 1, i.e.,
5: for each worker i 2 N ; t ¼ 1 do c1

i ¼ 1, set q1i;k ¼ 1;
6: Determine the salary for recruited workers: p1�i ¼ pmax;
7: Requester: pay b1� ¼argminb1ðUt

p � 0Þ to the platform;
8: Workers: perform the task; upload and share answers;
9: for each worker i 2 N do Update n1

i ; ~q
1
i ; ’

1
i ; q̂

1
i ;

10: Learning of quality and the THS game:
11: while each period t < T do
12: Sort the workers according to the CUCB-based quality

value q̂ti : q̂
t
w1

� q̂tw2
� . . . � q̂twN

; t ( tþ 1;
13: Select the topK workers as winners, denoted asWt;
14: for each worker wi 2 Wt do ct

wi
¼ 1;

15: Carry out the THS game: determine the optimal strategy
group hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i for each party according to Eqs. (18),
(19), and (25);

16: Workers: perform the task; upload and share answers;
17: for each worker i 2 N do Update nt

i; ~q
t
i;’

t
i; q̂

t
i ;

18: end while
19: ReturnWt;C; hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i, 8t 2 ½1; T �.

In brief, we can derive the optimal strategy of the requester
(i.e., the optimal unit payment bt�) based on Theorem 3, and
then the platform’s optimal strategy (i.e., the optimal unit salary
vector ppt�) can be determined by substituting bt� into Eq. (19).
Finally,workers’ optimal strategies (i.e., the optimal answer fre-
quency vector ddt�) are derived by substituting ppt� into Eq. (18).
In this way, the optimal strategy group hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i is deter-
mined to achieve utilitymaximization for the SC system.

Remark: Here, the derived optimal strategy of each partici-
pant is closely associated with the learned empirical qualities
and social relations of recruited workers. Different recruitment
results will lead to diverse optimal strategy groups, and great
recruitment results will upgrade all participants’ utilities. In
short, the unknown social-aware worker recruitment is an
essential prerequisite for the optimal strategy group determina-
tion. On the other hand, like in the recent related studies [27],
[28], [31], the Stackelberg game used in this paper is a type of
incentive mechanism with complete information, namely, the
parameters (e.g., ai, bi, c, and d) in the utility functions are

public information essentially. In this paper, we assume that
the platform is trustworthy, and the requester can obtain these
public information via the platform.

3.3 Algorithm Design

We illustrate the proposed incentivemechanismpseudocode in
Algorithm 1, which mainly consists of two components: the
unknown social-aware worker recruitment and the optimal
strategy group determination. At the beginning, we initialize
some values as zeros (Lines 1-2). In order to explore allworkers’
qualities, we execute the initial exploration phase in Lines 3-8.
More specifically, without loss of generality, we set the initial
qualities of all workers as 1 (i.e., c1

i ¼1 and q1i;k¼1; 8i 2 N ),
and then the platform recruits all workers in the first period
(Lines 4-5). Next, each worker selects a strategy randomly and
the platform pays the maximum salary to workers (Line 6). In
Line 7, the requester calculates a minimal unit payment which
can ensure that the utility of the platform is non-negative. At
the end of the first period, we can evaluate all workers’ real
qualities to update the related values (i.e., n1

i ; ~q
1
i ;’

1
i ; q̂

1
i ) for the

following periods (Line 8).
In Lines 9-17, we start the iteration of exploitation and explo-

ration with the THS game. Through the exploration phase, we
can harness the learned quality knowledge to recruit suitable
workers and determine the optimal strategy group (i.e., exploi-
tation).More specifically,wefirst sort theCUCB-basedqualities
in a descending order and adopt a greedy arm-pulling scheme
(Lines 11-14). That is, we greedily select the top K workers as
winners to carry out the task. Then, all parties play the THS
game to determine their respective optimal strategies according
to Eqs. (18), (19), and (25), respectively. In Lines 15-16, TACT
continues to learn the quality knowledge to prepare for the next
period (i.e., exploration). We conduct the exploitation and
exploration alternatively to recruit themore suitableworkers.

The aboveprocess runsperiod byperioduntil t ¼ T . Finally,
the incentive mechanism returns all optimal strategy groups
and the sets of winning workers: hfbt�jt 2 ½1; T �g; fppt�jt 2
½1; T �g; fddt�jt 2 ½1; T �gi and fWtjt 2 ½1; T �g. In the initial explo-
ration phase, the computational complexity is at mostOðNÞ. In
the exploitation and exploration phase, there are three main
operations of sorting, game, and updating, whose total compu-
tational complexity isOðNlog ðNÞÞ. Therefore, the computation
complexity ofAlgorithm 1 isOðTKN2log ðNÞÞ.

3.4 A Straightforward Example

For a better understanding, we provide a straightforward
example to illustrate the worker recruitment and optimal
strategy determination process of the mechanism TACT.
We consider the scenario where there are three social-aware
workers N¼f1; 2; 3g, a requester with the traffic flow detec-
tion task, and an SC platform. We assume that the real data
quality of each answer in all periods follows the Gaussian
distribution, and set K¼2; �¼40; c¼0:1; d¼1. The informa-
tion of workers and the actual qualities of each recruited
worker in different periods are presented in Fig. 3.

At the beginning, we do not have any information about
workers’ qualities. Thus, we start the initial exploration
phase by recruiting all workers to learn the quality informa-
tion. According to the Algorithm 1, the platform will give
the highest unit salary to all workers, i.e., p1�i ¼3, and the
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requester needs to pay b1�¼4:6 to ensure the non-negative
utility of the platform. In the end of period 1, the platform
can update the empirical quality of each worker: ~q11 ¼
ð0:58þ 0:77Þ=2 ¼ 0:675, ~q12¼0:5, ~q13¼0:545. Correspond-
ingly, the CUCB-based quality can be updated as: q̂11¼2:981,
q̂12¼2:806, q̂13¼2:851. Due to q̂11 > q̂13 > q̂12 , the worker-1 and
worker-3 are recruited in period 2, i.e.,W2¼f1; 3g. After the
THS game, the optimal strategy group can be determined
as: hb2�¼3:2; pp1�¼f0:55; 0:54g; ddt�¼f1:89; 3:96gi. Based on
the specific application scene, the answer frequency needs
to be rounded to integer, i.e., ddt�¼f2; 4g. Then, each work-
er’s empirical quality and CUCB-based quality will be
updated: ~q21¼ð2 � 0:675þ 0:69þ 0:74Þ=4 ¼ 0:695, ~q22¼0:5,
~q23¼0:573 and q̂21¼2:727, q̂22¼3:13, q̂23¼2:355. Owing to q̂22 >
q̂21 > q̂23 , worker-2 and worker-1 will be winners in period 3.
Repeating the above steps until t ¼ T , the task would be
over completely. Here, we only present the first ten periods
and the recruitment order is f1; 2; 3g; f1; 3g; f2; 1g, f2; 1g;
f3; 2g, f3; 1g; f2; 3g, f2; 1g; f1; 3g; f2; 1g. The whole process
and values of TACT are illustrated in Fig. 4.

4 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the regret bound and the exis-
tence of the unique Stackelberg equilibrium in TACT.

4.1 Regret Analysis

The regret of online CMAB is the difference between the
total quality of TACT and the optimal solution. The optimal
total quality can be achieved when we assume that the plat-
form knows all workers’ qualities in advance, i.e., qi; 8i 2
N . Let Wt and W� be the recruited worker set based on
Algorithm 1 and the optimal recruited worker set based on
the optimal policy, respectively. Thus, we introduce the
concept of regret [32] as follows:

R ¼ QðW�Þ � E½QðWtÞ�: (31)

Note that, Wt can be mapped to Ct directly. Let � denote
the identifications of the optimal workers under the optimal
policy. Clearly, if the platform knows the order: qw�

1
þxw�

1
�

. . .qw�
K
þxw�

K
. . .�qw�

N
þxw�

N
, it will always recruit the top K

workers as winners in all periods, i.e., W� ¼ fw�
1; . . .; w

�
Kg.

For the following derivation, we first define the smallest
and largest possible difference of quality values among all
non-optimal workers, i.e.,Wt 6¼ W�.

rmin¼
X
i2W�

ðqiþxiÞ�maxWt 6¼W�
X
i2Wt

ðqiþxiÞ; (32)

rq
max ¼

X
i2W�

qi �minWt 6¼W�
X
i2Wt

qi: (33)

Next, we introduce gt
i as the counter of worker i after the

initial exploration period. In each period t (t � 2), gt
i is

updated according to the following rules:

gt
i keeps unchanged; case 1

i ¼ argmini02Wtgt�1
i0 ; gti ¼ gt�1

i þ 1; case 2:

(
(34)

Specifically, each period must occur in one of the two
cases: 1) the optimal worker set is selected, i.e., W� ¼ Wt; 2)
a non-optimal worker set is determined, i.e., W� 6¼ Wt. The
gti will not change in case 1. In case 2, there must exist one
worker i0 with the minimum counter gt�1

i0 , and we let gt
i ¼

gt�1
i þ 1. If multiple workers have the same minimum

counter, we arbitrarily choose one. In this way, the sum of
the counter gt

i is equal to the total number of the non-opti-
mal worker sets, since there always exists a counter to be
increased by 1 when W� 6¼ Wt. Then, we use �t

i to denote
the exact times that worker i has been recruited until the
period t, where gti 	 �t

i. Now, we analyze the upper bound
of the expected counter E½gTi �.
Lemma 2. At the end of the period T , the expected counter gT

i

has an upper bound for any worker i 2 N , i.e.,

E½gT
i � 	

4ðK þ 1ÞK2 lnðTND=DminÞ
rmin

þ1þ Kp2

3 N2ðKþ1Þ : (35)

Proof. According to the update rule of the counter gTi in
Eq. (34), we can get the following results:

gTi ¼
XT
t¼ 2

P
	
case 2


 	 #þ
XT
t¼2

P
	
case 2; gti � #




	 #þ
XT
t¼ 2

P

(X
i2Wt

q̂t�1
i �

X
i2W�

q̂t�1
i ; gti � #

)

	 #þ
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P

(
max#	�tw1

	...	�twK
	t�1

XK
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	 ...	 ��wK
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j

)

	#þ
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Xt�1
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¼#

� � �
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�twK
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Xt�1

��w1
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� � �
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¼1

P

(XK
j¼ 1

q̂twj
�
XK
j¼ 1

q̂tw�
j

)
:

(36)

Here, P is an indicator function, i.e., Pftrueg ¼ 1 and
Pffalseg¼0. Next, it is necessary to derive the bound of
Pf�g in Eq. (36). That is to say, we need to prove the proba-

bility that
PK

j¼ 1 q̂
t
wj

�PK
j¼ 1 q̂

t
w�
j
(i.e.,

PK
j¼ 1ð~qtwj

þ ’t
wj
þ xwj

Þ
�PK

j¼ 1ð~qtw�
j
þ ’t

w�
j
þ xw�

j
Þ) holds.

Fig. 3. Workers information and real qualities in different periods.

Fig. 4. The whole process of TACT.
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Based on the proof by contradiction, we can know that at
least one of the following equations must hold:

XK
j¼ 1

ðqw�
j
� ’t

w�
j
þ xw�

j
Þ �

XK
j¼ 1

ð~qtw�
j
þ xw�

j
Þ; (37)

XK
j¼ 1

ðqwj
þ ’t

wj
þ xwj

Þ 	
XK
j¼ 1

ð~qtwj
þ xwj

Þ; (38)

XK
j¼ 1

ðqwj
þ 2’t

wj
þ xwj

Þ >
XK
j¼ 1

ðqw�
j
þ xw�

j
Þ: (39)

Now, we need to derive the upper bound of the probabil-
ity when Eqs. (37) and (38) are established. The inequality
Eq. (37) implies an underestimate of the optimal recruited
worker set, and the upper bound of the probability of
Eq. (37) can be deduced as follows:

Pr

�XK
j¼ 1

ðqw�
j
� ’t

w�
j
þ xw�

j
Þ �

XK
j¼ 1

ð~qtw�
j
þ xw�

j
Þ
�

	
XK
j¼ 1

Prfqw�
j
�’t

w�
j
�~qtw�

j
g 	

XK
j¼ 1

e
�2nt

w�
j

�’t
w�
j

�’t
w�
j

	
XK
j¼ 1

e
�2nt

w�
j

h
ðKþ1Þ ln

PN

j0¼1
nt
j0

�
=nt

w�
j

i

	
XK
j¼ 1

e�2ðKþ1Þ lnðt�N �1Þ 	 K � ðtNÞ�2ðKþ1Þ: (40)

The deduction of Eq. (40) makes use of the Chernoff-
Hoeffding bound, which has been widely used in previous
works [25], [32]. Each recruited worker must upload
answers at least once. The inequality Eq. (38) signifies a
drastic overestimate of the sub-optimal recruited worker
set. Similarly, we can also get

Pr

�XK
j¼1

ðqwj
þ ’t

wj
þ xwj

Þ 	
XK
j¼1

ð~qtwj
þ xwj

Þ
�

	
XK
j¼1

Prfqwj
þ ’t

wj
	 ~qtwj

g 	
XK
j¼1

e
�2ntwj

�’twj
�’twj

	
XK
j¼ 1

e
�2ntwj

�
ðKþ1Þ ln

�PN

j0¼1
nt
j0
�
=ntwj

�
	 K � ðtNÞ�2ðKþ1Þ:

According to the derived upper bounds (i.e., K�
ðtNÞ�2ðKþ1Þ), we observe that two probabilities will
become smaller along with the increase of the period t.
Therefore, as long as the number of periods T is large
enough, the probability of the underestimate/overesti-
mate is low, and the set WT will be close to the optimal
set W�. This indicates that the proposed CMAB-based
arm-pulling scheme is convergent.

Due to the contradiction, Eq. (39) will be false if Eq. (37)
and Eq. (38) are true. Therefore, we need to find a suitable #
to make the Eq. (39) impossible.

XK
j¼ 1

ðqw�
j
þ xw�

j
Þ �

XK
j¼ 1

ðqwj
þ 2’t

wj
þ xwj

Þ

¼
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j¼ 1

ðqw�
j
þxw�

j
Þ�
XK
j¼ 1

ðqwj
þxwj

Þ�2
XK
j¼ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðKþ1Þlnð

XN
j¼1

nt
jÞ=nt

i

vuut

� rmin � 2
XK
j¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðK þ 1Þ lnðTND=DminÞ=#

p
� 0: (41)

Note that, there exists nt
i � �t

i � gt
i � #. In order to make

Eq. (39) invalid, we determine the range of # by solving
Eq. (41). Then, we can obtain

# � 4ðK þ 1ÞK2 lnðTND=DminÞ=r2
min: (42)

Up to now, we can continue to derive the upper bound of
expected counter gTi based on Eq. (36).

TABLE 2
Evaluation Settings

Parameter name Values

number of workers, N [50, 110] (50 in default)
number of periods, T [1000, 1500] (1000 in default)
number of recruited workers,K 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
maximal answer frequency, Dmin 6, 8, 12, 15, 18, 20
system parameter, � [2600, 7000] (3000 in default)
standard deviation of F, sF [0.02, 0.5] (0.02 in default)

Fig. 5. Total quality and regret vs. Number of periods T (K ¼ 10; N ¼ 50).

Fig. 6. Difference in utility of each party vs. Number of periods T .
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E½gTi � 	 d4ðK þ 1ÞK2 lnðTND=DminÞ
r2

min

e

þ
Xþ1

t¼ 1

ðt� #ÞKðt� 1ÞK2KðtNÞ�2ðKþ1Þ

	 4ðK þ 1ÞK2 lnðTND=DminÞ
r2

min

þ1þ2KN�2ðKþ1ÞXþ1

t¼ 1

t�2

	 4ðK þ 1ÞK2 lnðTND=DminÞ
r2

min

þ 1þKp2 N�2ðKþ1Þ

3
:

(43)
The proof of the lemma is now completed.
Based on lemma 2, we further derive the regret bound.

Theorem 4. At the end of the period T , the upper bound on the
regret R of Algorithm 1 can be tightened to OðNDnumK

3

lnðTNDnumÞÞ, where Dnum¼D=Dmin.

Proof. According to the lemma 2 and the definition of
regret in Eq. (31), we can get that the regret satisfies

R ¼ QðW�Þ � E½QðWtÞ� 	
 XN

i¼ 1

gT
i

!
rq

maxðD=DminÞ

	 rq
max

D

Dmin
N

 
4ðK þ 1ÞK2 lnðTND=DminÞ

r2
min

þ1þ Kp2

3 N2ðKþ1Þ

!

¼ OðNDnumK
3 lnðTNDnumÞÞ; (44)

where Dnum ¼ D=Dmin. The proof is now completed.

4.2 Stackelberg Equilibrium Analysis

Finally, we analyze the existence and uniqueness of Stackel-
berg equilibrium in the whole THS game.

Theorem 5. The unique Stackelberg equilibrium exists in the
THS game based on the optimal strategy group hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i.
Proof. In the whole THS game, each stage can derive its

optimal closed-form solution in any period t: the unit pay-
ment strategy bt� of the requester, the unit salary strategy

ppt� of the platform, and the answer frequency strategies ddt�

of workers. As the role of the first-tie leader in the first stage,
the requester can uniquely determine bt� according to
Eq. (25) in Theorem 3. It is worth noting that the value of bt�

is computed just by some public parameters such as aa, bb, c,
and d. Recall that, the Stackelberg game is the complete infor-
mation game. That is, bt� is only related to the constant inputs
without knowing other participants’ strategies. In light of the
proof in Theorem 3, there is a unique maximal value of the
equation Eq. (29), so that the requester cannot acquire a larger
utility if he/she adopts other strategies (i.e., bt 6¼bt�). Simi-
larly, if bt� has been determined, the optimal strategy ppt� of
the second-tier leader (i.e., the platform) can be computed
uniquely based on Eq. (19); if the strategies of two leaders (i.e.,
bt� and ppt�) are fixed, the followers (i.e., workers) can deter-
mine their optimal strategies ddt� based on Eq. (18). In a word,
each stage has a unique equilibrium under the optimal strat-
egy group hbt�; ppt�; ddt�i, and no one is willing to apply other
strategies which will not make the participant earn the maxi-
mum utility. According to Definition 7, we can conclude that
the THS game has a unique Stackelberg equilibrium.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
mechanism TACT with extensive simulations.

5.1 Evaluation Methodology

Simulation Setup.We adopt a real data trace of Queensu [33].
This dataset is to be used in conjunction with the roma/taxi
dataset, and the taxis provide collected data of the areas in
Rome where they were located (GPS coordinates of approxi-
mately 289 taxicabs). We first choose N taxicabs from the
trace as candidate workers, where N is selected from [50,
110]. Then, we select Dnum¼20 since the highest answer fre-
quency in the trace is 17 times one day (Taxi ID 135). We
also simulate the social network based on a real data trace
from SNAP (Gowalla) [34], which is a location-based social
friendship network built by mobile phone users. We ran-
domly select N nodes with edges from the undirected

Fig. 7. Total quality and regret vs. Number of workers N (K ¼
10; T ¼ 1000).

Fig. 8. Difference in utility of each party vs. Number of workersN.

Fig. 9. Total quality and regret vs. Number of recruited workers K
(N ¼ 50; T ¼ 1000).
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network (node numbers: 196,591). If two workers have no
social edge, fij¼0; otherwise, we set that fij between any
two workers follows a normal distribution with mean = 0
and standard deviation sF. Here, sF is produced from 0.02
to 0.5, the total period T changes from [1000, 1500], and the
number of recruited workers K is selected from [5, 30]. The
default values are N¼50, T ¼1000, K¼10. We randomly
generate qi, ai, bi from [0.2, 0.98], [2, 4], [0.1, 0.8], respec-
tively. Besides, we adopt truncated Gaussian distribution to
simulate the observed answer qualities and set c ¼ 0:1, d ¼
0:1 by default. Table 2 lists some simulation parameters,
where default values are in bold fonts.

Compared Algorithms. Since the existing studies do not
consider the unknown social-aware workers and the three-
party game, they are not applicable to our model. Like in
[18], [35], [36], we borrow two basic algorithms: First-� ban-
dit and Random for comparison. Here, “First-�” randomly
selects K workers in the first �T periods and greedily
recruits the top K workers with the highest CUCB-based
qualities in the remaining periods. “Random” selects K
workers in each period randomly. Additionally, we imple-
ment the optimal algorithm (called OPT) as a baseline in
which the qualities of all workers are known in advance.

5.2 Evaluation Results

Let RU, PU, and WU denote Requester Utility, Platform
Utility, and Workers Utility. “Difference” means the differ-
ence in utility between the OPT and each other algorithms.
It is unnecessary to observe all workers so that we only
choose three workers (i.e., worker-2/6/10) for illustration.

Evaluation of TACT. We first evaluate the impact of the
number of periods T and change it from 1000 to 1500 with
K ¼ 10 and N ¼ 50. Fig. 5 depicts the changing trend of total
quality and regret. For the sake of comparison fairness, we
adopt the average of observed answer qualities in each period.
With the increase of the number of periods, we observe that
TACT can achieve a higher total quality and a lower regret
than the compared algorithms. Especially, when the number
of periods is 1500, the achieved regret of TACT is about 37.7%
and 84.2% lower than those of the “First-0.2” and “Random”
algorithms on average, respectively. In addition, we evaluate
the difference between all implemented algorithms and OPT
on each participant’s total utility, as presented in Fig. 6. The
results indicate that TACT still outperforms compared algo-
rithms in terms of RU, PU, and WU since the gap between
TACT and the optimal algorithm is smaller.

Then, we evaluate the performance of TACT by changing
the number of workers from 60 to 110, shown in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. From these figures, we note that a larger N might

bring in more low-quality workers and more complex social
relations, but TACT can still remain a lower regret and util-
ity gap compared with other algorithms, especially with the
random policy. When the number of workers is 110, the
regret of the random algorithm is about 344.8% higher than
that of TACT on average. Since the random algorithm might
always recruit low-quality workers, it has the maximum
regret. Additionally, RU, PU, and WU are achieved with a
fixed K under the SE, so they are relatively stable when the
number of workers increases.

Next, we observe the effect of the number of recruited
workers by changingK from 5 to 30. From Fig. 9, we observe
that the growth rate of TACT’s regret becomes slow. This is
becauseK andN are getting closer. Especially,when the num-
ber of recruited workers is 30, the achieved regret of TACT is
about 33.7% and 81.2% lower than those of the “First-0.2” and
“Random” algorithms on average, respectively. As illustrated
in Fig. 10, the gap of PUbetweenOPT andTACT is narrowing,
and TACT achieves the lowest utility of the platform com-
pared with other algorithms. Moreover, the difference of WU
first rises, this is because the optimal algorithm can recruit
more high-quality workers. With the growth of K=N , the
learned qualities and social network effects have an attenuate
impact and the rate of gap growth has slowed down.

Finally, we investigate the impact of maximal answer fre-
quency Dnum from 6 to 20 with N¼50 and T ¼1000, and
exhibit the performance of different algorithms in terms of
total quality, regret, and utility gaps, as depicted in Figs. 11
and 12, respectively. With the growth of Dnum, total quality
and the regret will also have an increase, which is consistent
with the theoretical analysis results. At the same time, the
difference of RU/PU/WUwould be larger when the answer
frequency is small. This is because many workers cannot
apply its optimal strategy and are forced to adopt Dnum.
Thus, if we setDmin large enough, the gaps will be stable.

Evaluation of THS game. We demonstrate the evaluation
results of the THS game in any period. As illustrated in
Fig. 13(a), we first demonstrate the existence of Stackelberg
equilibrium under different system parameters � when the

Fig. 10. Difference in utility of each party vs. Number of recruited workersK.

Fig. 11. Total quality and regret vs. Maximal answer frequency Dnum

(N¼50; T ¼1000).
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requester changes its strategy in the range [25, 55]. We can
see that RU will always find a maximum point, and the
larger � will harvest the larger RU when we change �. There-
fore, the requester can find the optimal unit payment bt� to
maximize its utility. Besides, both WU and PU increase
with the growth of bt since workers and the platform will
get a higher payment from the requester.

Then, we verify the existence of Stackelberg equilibrium
for the platform under different system parameters. Because
the platform needs to determine the unit salary for each
worker, we only change the platform’s strategy for worker-
1 while other strategies are optimal. As shown in Fig. 14a,
PU first climbs up and then declines as pt1 grows, which sig-
nifies that the platform can meet the SE. Due to the strong
relations between worker-1 and worker-10, the growth rate
of WU-10 is much faster in Fig. 14b.

Next, we display the evaluation results by changing the
strategy of worker-10 in the range [1, 20]. Clearly, the
worker-10 can find the maximum point under different �,
depicted in Fig. 15a. It demonstrates that all workers can
meet an SE, i.e., there is a unique optimal answer frequency
for each worker to earn its maximum utility. In Fig. 15b,
since WU is influenced by salary, quality, cost parameters
(i.e., ai, bi), and social network effects according to Eq. (5),
worker-2’s WU remains unchanged when there is f2;10¼0.

Moreover, we change the standard deviation of the social
network sF from 0.02 to 0.5, and then evaluate the influence
of social network effects on all participants’ utilities and

strategies. Note that, the value of fij remains invariant if
fij¼0. With the increase of sF, the strength of social rela-
tions will become stronger among workers and the social
benefits of workers will rise correspondingly. Thus, some
workers will add the answer frequency in Fig. 16b and their
utilities will go up in Fig. 16a. In addition, both PU and RU
can get a marked increase, which embodies the positive sig-
nificance of social networks. Meanwhile, since most work-
ers have higher social benefits, the requester and the
platform can appropriately cut down the compensation
(i.e., lower the optimal bt and ppt).

Finally, Fig. 17 presents the effect of system parameters
and Fig. 18 plots the evaluation results when we change the
worker-10’s cost parameter b10 from 0.1 to 4. When we
enlarge the system parameter �, the strategies and the utili-
ties of all parties will increase. The reason is similar to the
results in Fig. 13a. From Fig. 18b, we can notice that the
larger bi would cause a higher cost of worker i, so that the
strategy of worker-10 has an appropriate decline. In order
to compensate workers, the requester and the platform will
improve the unit payment and the unit salary, respectively.
The impact extent of each worker’s WU depends on the
social network effects among workers.

6 RELATED WORK

We review the related work from the following aspects:
Incentive Mechanisms: Aware of the importance of incentiv-

izing SC participants, much effort has been devoted to

Fig. 12. Difference in utility of each party vs. Maximal answer frequency Dnum.

Fig. 13. SE of requester and Impact of bt.

Fig. 14. SE of platform and Impact of pt1.

Fig. 15. SE of worker-10 and Impact of dt10.

Fig. 16. Impact of social network effects.
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designing various incentive mechanisms [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [23], [27], [28], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44], [45]. Diverse tools have been adopted in the previous
works, such as auctionmechanism [46], [47], [48], [49], contract
theory [10], reputation mechanism [40], deep reinforcement
learning [28], [39], and game theory [27], [28]. For example,
[11] used two reverse auction models to maximize the social
welfare; [37] proposed a pricing strategy on SC tasks to maxi-
mize the total revenue of the platform; [28] formulated amulti-
leader multi-follower Stackelberg game and designed an
incentive mechanism based on deep reinforcement learning to
deal with the Markov decision process. However, many of
them did not take the social network into account. Owing to
the non-ignorable importance of social network effects, it is
necessary to design an effective incentive mechanism for
socially-aware SC systems.

With the great success of social networks, a few researches
on the incentive mechanism with considering social network
effects have been studied. For instance, the study in [23] com-
bined the impacts of both the user diversity and social effect
into the rewardmechanism design, so as to improve the profit
of service provides and the social surplus of users; [31] ana-
lyzed the behaviors of contributors in the Word-of-Mouth
crowdsourcingmarket; The authors in [27] played a two-stage
Stackelberg game among service providers and users, in
which the interconnections of service providers and the social
influence of users are incorporated in the payoff modeling;
Wang et al. [38] proposed a dynamic incentive mechanism
based on social networks and the SIR epidemic model to
recruit sufficient workers, and provides the rewards accord-
ing to workers’ actions. However, most of these researches
just concentrate on the interaction of two parties without con-
sidering the utilities of requesters.

Only a few studies [29], [50] involve three parties. Never-
theless, [50] still splits the whole process into two double-
side problems, and [29] assumes that requesters’ payments
are fixed. In other words, none of them takes three parties’
utilities, the unknown qualities of workers and the impact

of social networks into account together, so that they cannot
be applied in our system to acquire the multi-win solution.

CMAB Mechanisms: We model the unknown social-aware
worker recruitment problem as a novel CMAB problem.
The existing algorithms for MAB [32], [35], [36] do not
involve the quality learning or the incentive issues. The
most related works are [18], [19] in which they study the top
K bandit selection problem. [18] combined the auction into
the CMAB model to determine the critical payment. The
authors in [19] developed a modified Thompson sampling
worker selection by comparing workers’ extrinsic and
intrinsic abilities. Nevertheless, they do not take the number
of workers’ social relations into consideration and can only
guarantee the non-negativity of workers’ utilities. More
importantly, our exploration phase considers not only the
arm’s reward but also its number of social relations, so that
our selection policy and regret analysis are different from
the existing CMAB models. To the best of our knowledge,
our paper is the first work considering social benefits,
unknown social-aware worker recruitment, and multiple
maximization goals at the same time for SC systems.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the incentive problem for SC with
unknown social-aware workers, and propose the incentive
mechanism TACT including the unknown social-aware
worker recruitment and the payment computation. We for-
malize the recruitment problem as a K-arm CMAB model
and design a greedy arm-pulling scheme, which can balance
the trade-off among exploration, exploitation, and workers’
social benefits. After the recruitment process, we model the
payment computation problem as a THS game among all
participants, in which the social benefits of recruited work-
ers are taken into account. We derive the optimal strategy
group for each party so as to constitute a unique SE. In addi-
tion, sufficient theoretical analysis and trace-based simula-
tions show its significant performance.
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